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147. Korteweg.deVries Equation. IiI
Global Existence of Asymptotically Periodic Solutions

By Yoshinori KAMETAKA
Osaka City University

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M. J. A., Oct. 13, 1969)

1. Introduction. In the preceding note [1] we show the global
existence of the smooth solutions of the Cauchy problem for the KdV
equation. That is for any initial data f(x) (R)=- and for any
inhomogeneous term g(x, t) e C() the Cauchy problem for the KdV
equation
c)
t)

{ Du+uDu+Du+g(x’u(x,
0) f(x)

xR

iO (t’ t)R_--I[O’
D-x
D=

!

has uniquely the global solution u(x, t) e () (0<_ t o). Moreover
by the functional space
we may replace the unctional space
(see Definition 1).
In this note we extend slightly the preceding results [1] and show
the global existence of the asymptotically periodic solutions of the
Cauchy problem or the KdV equation.
Detailed proof will be published elsewhere.
2. Global existence theorems.
if and only
Definition 1. f(x) belongs to the functional space
/
) (k
if f(x) is a periodic function with period l, and belongs to Coo(R
is a non negative integer or c).
Definition 2. f(x) is called asymptotically periodic if and only if
for some k and
f(x) belongs to the functional space
Here + signe represents the direct sum of the two Hilbert spaces
and
Consider the Cauchy problem for the KdV equation (with dissipative lower order terms)
Dtu+uDu+D3u--/uD2u+a(x, t)Du+b(x, t)u+g(x, t)--0
1
( )
(x, t) e R [0,
xeR
u(x, O)- f (x)
a(x, t), b(x, t) (_)
Assumption 1o /2_>0.
Main theorem. We assume Assumption 1. For any initial
and for any inhomogeneous term g(x, t)
data f(x)=fo(x)+f(x)e
go(X, t) + g(x, t) e C;() the Cauchy problem for the KdV equation (1)
has uniquely the global solution u(x, t) e 7(Q3) (0<_ t < oo). Moreover
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u(x, t) decomposes into the sum of the periodic part u0(x, t)e 7()
and the decaying part u(x, t)e (). Uo(X, t) and u(x, t) are the
solutions of the Cauchy problems (2) and (3) respectively.
Duo + uoDuo + D3uo -/Duo + a(x, t)Duo + b(x, t)Uo + go(X, t) =0
(2)
(x, t) e RI [0,
xeR
[ Uo(X, 0)--f0(x)
qa(x, t)Du b(x, t)ul
D(uou)
Dtu uDu + Du [Du
3
(x, t) e R- [0,
+ g(x, t)--O
xeR
ul(x, O)-- fl(x)
This follows easily rom the following two global existence
theorems.
Assumption 2. /_0. a(x, t), b(x, t)e (_)
Theorem 1o We assume Assumption 2. For any initial data
f(x) e L.(+l) and for any inhomogeneous term g(x, t) e +I ) [’ (L )
f"l g’t -1 (’) f"l
f"l (,)] the Cauchy problem for the KdV equation (1)
31c
has uniquely the global solution u(x, t) e k (L .t -l()
().
Using Sobolev’s lemma we obtain
Corollary 1. If
f(x) e fi-3(k+3)
g(x, t) e Ct (L )[Ct (L )
t )]
then for any i, ] such that i + ] k
DDu(x, t) e (R [0, T]) for VT0.
Theorem 2. In the statement of Theorem 1 we can replace the
But in this case we
by the functional space
functional space
must replace Assumption 2 by Assumption 1.
Corollary 2. In the statement of Corollary 1 we can replace the
by the functional space (_P. But in this case we
functional space
must replace Assumption 2 by Assumption 1.
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:. Proof of the main theorem. We only sketch the outline of
the proof. It suffices to prove Theorem 1, for the proo o Theorem
2 goes analgously.
To prove Theorem 1 we need the a priori estimate (Theorem 4)
and the local existence theorem (Theorem 5).
To obtain the a priori estimate we use the results of MiuraGardner-Kruskal [2]. We state their results in a slightly modified
form.
Theorem :. For any non negative integer k, the KdV equation
Dtu + uDu 5-D3u=O has the polynomial conserved density of the form
D-u)
T(u)-(Du) + cu(D-u) + Q(u,
To(u) -u
Here c is a constant independent of u, Q is a polynomial of rank
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Definition 3. T(u) is called polynomial conserved density if and
only if T is a polynomial in finite number of Du’s (k=0, 1, 2, ...) and
there exists X which is also polynomial in Du’s such that DtT=DX.
Definition 4. A polynomial Q is called rank m if Q is a sum of
finite number of monomials of same rank m. For a monomial we
define

rank [u"o(Du)",... (Du) "]
j=0

=_1(]
2)
z + a

By integrating these polynomial conserved densities on the whole
x-axis we get step by step following infinite number of a priori estimate
for the solutions of the KdV equation (1).
Theorem 4. For any non negative integer k, the solutions of the
KdV equation (1) satisfy a priori estimate of the form

]]]Dull]t V(t, lair, ..., IDea]t, [bit, ..., [Db[t,
IIfl}, "", IIDfll, Illglllt, "", ]]]Dg][]t).

Here
Ost

lalt--sup la(s)l,
Ost

U are positive valued

smooth monotone increasing function in each
arguments. U0 contains IDalt exceptionally.
Remark. U are independent of/ such that 0_</ 0 (for some
0
P0) fixed).
The local existence theorem is obtained by the method of successive approximation
(4)
Uo(X, t)= f(x)
(x, t) e RlX [0, )
Dtun + u_Dun + Du pDun + a(x, t)Dun + b(x, t)Un
(5
(X, t) e RX [0, )
+ g(x, t)--O
Un(X, O)= f(x)
XeR
n=l, 2, 3,
By induction in n and k we obtain following uniform (with respect to
n) local energy estimate for approximate solutions u.
Proposition 1. For any non negative integer k, if we take

....

,0-m,n l

C

exceptionally

then for any i, ] such that i + ]

]I]DDau]IN c,,

n=0, 1, 2,

....

Here we use the following notations
u(0)=f()
u(O)-

[u(O)Du(O) + Du(O)-- pDu(O) + a(, O)Du(O)
+ b(z, 0)u(0) + g(, 0)]
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()u ( -)(0)Dum(0) + Du(-)(O)

--/Du<-)(0) +

k-1

( /-I )D/-I- a(x, 0)Dum(0)

0)]

+
Cg,o-M[liu<’)(O)ll / IllDglll /... /lllglll / 1]
M is a fixed constant such that M> 1.

v__,+= v_, + c_
/=0, 1,2,...,k--1
is a polynomial of c,, IDDaaI, IDDab[ (i+]<_k) with positive
coefficients.
From (5) we derive the following equations for the differences

C

b + l--

n--- D

Dtg)n q- unD(pn q- On_Dun q- Bag)n
(6

+ b(x, t)n--O
qn(X, 0)--0

fzDn q- a(x, t)D{fln

(x, t) e R [0, co)
xeR
Un in Proposition 1 we obtain the follow-

Using uniform estimate or
ing estimate for D
Proposition 2. For any non negative integer k,

T--min{1

lgM

P

C+ ’(k+l)M

}

if we take
0<p<l fixed

then we have

]]]Dt(fn]]l" q

-

q-IIl(fln]] "--P[ ]]Dt(fn-l]l. q

From this estimate it follows easily that

Du

in
(L) as n co for O<i< k.
Observing equation (6) we can easily conclude that
DDu-DDau in e(L) as n-.oo or i+]<_k
Therefore we obtain ollowing local existence theorem.
Theorem 5. We assume Assumption 2. If
f() e fi-3(k+l)
3k
k
g(x, t) e +1(L2) [’(L
f /c --1 (’2) f... (.’(’2)]
then the Cauchy problem for the KdV equation has unique solution
u(x, t) in 0<_ t<_ T such that
3k
k
k
)n <-’(d,)n...
u(x, t) e (L
n
IllDDulllrgconst. for i+]_<k+l.
Combine this local existence theorem with the global a priori estimate
(Theorem 4) we can easily conclude the global existence theorem
(Theorem 1). This completes the proof of the main theorem.
Remark. Uniqueness of the solutions is easily obtained by the
usual method of L-energy estimate.
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